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WINTER 

Take winter, yes take winter 
And thrash her about as she does us. 
Strip her coldness as 
Her coldness does the trees. 
Take that wind with which 
She plays and torments 
The newly fallen snow, 
And wrench it from her grasp. 

Take the trees that she has laid bare 
And use them to beat her. Beat her until 
Her masks and disguises with which 
She sneaks up upon us are themselves destroyed. 

Past this your fingers will bleed. 
She will be beaten no more. 
She will stand before you naked, 
A season of night, silent, 
Indestructible, final. 

Look at the purity before you, 
Beautiful, ugly, good, bad, or indifferent, 
Look at the absolute nothing. 
Look and wonder as she stands awaiting spring. 

--John Kennedy 
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A Thin Song 

for a girl 

Your eyes 
Worry with words 
And the curl of 
Numbers, fearing 
A wrong turn. 

I wish I could say 
Unlearn them--
The world's skin 
Is Wllettered 
And n is no 
CoWlt. 

I wish I could say 
The rain erases 
Numbers and 
Rinses names 
Away. 

But 
It would not 
Be true. A stand 
Of oak speaks 
With ten thousand 
Green tongues 
Scattering words 
Like a blur 
Of blackbirds 



Even Brushy Fork 
Multiplies and 
Divides on its wet 
Slate. The dark 
Marks will be there, 
Mumbling their mysteries. 

Forgive them 
If you can. 
Already you know 
Round numbers 
By their tuck and roll. 
Behind the bars 
Of a lined page 
You know a mean 
Wind by its 
Garlic breath. 

--Conrad Hilberry 



THE SUSAN AND MOTHER IN ME 

I taught my children 
that a dewdrop was really a fairy's bath, 
and showed their young eyes 
where elves live in hollowed oaks, 
and eased their aching hearts 
with tales of make-believe, 
because their innocence needed it. 

I was accused and told it was the 
Aries in me--
but I know damn well it was 
the Susan and mother in me. 

--Susan Stanaway 



small u. 

(for alison urang, one year old) 

i find myself seeing you 
elsewhere, 
the healthy plant in someone else's window. 
no philodendron, you, or african violet, 
and not quite a geranium 
and not quite mine. 
i shall imagine fourteen-year-old you 
but the small you is fine 
and strong 
who wifl live well, and long. 

* * * 

your head, like a fine piece of sculpture 
i saw in the museum, 
likes the rest of you 
(to 
give it such a 
superb introduction!). 
you like it too. 
i saw you staring at it. 

--sally urang 



A Joan Baez evening slides under my skin. 
We, the students, pretend to do homework, 
But our thoughts lie 
On the sherry in the refrigerator 
Or the man who caressed us one night 
And was gone. 
Some of us are honest and 
Dance, play cards, turn the stereo up Full Blast. 
But I crunch ice when I'd rather kiss lips, 
Conjugate verbs when I'd rather conjugate myself 
With that man who caressed me one night. 
The deep moaning--
He didn't understand it and kept saying, 
"What's the matter?" 
Of course he enjoyed the warmth--who wouldn't? 
I who gave myself so freely, 
I who trusted, 
I who was so generous. 
For awhile I was selfish, 
And for a few brief moments I was peaceful and content. 
But then, once more, one long time more, 
He left. 
The guilt got to him. 
"Not that I regret it," he said. 
No he did not regret it. 
But something pulled him away. 
It was fear. 
Things would be different. 
He would not have those friends, 
It would be uncomfortable. 
Could he give up sameness for some Spark? 



Of course not. 
Maybe he was right. 
His way must be better. 
I keep trying to convince myself . 
But the caresses--
! don't. I can't forget the caresses. 
So gentle--or maybe all men are as gentle-
But I think not. 
Thinking back. 
I think not. 

He said I had nasty eyes 
Nasty--
My eyes? 
Because I looked at him, wanted him? 
Now 
I do my German. 
The stereos are dead. 
They eat carrots next door. 

--Anne Hickok 





my words seep slow, leaving a crimson stain, 
sounds emanate from sky. notes long and low-
the bloody swell comes roaring in again. 

something overtakes me, not quite pain. 
--a gush, a surge; i felt it years ago. 
my words seep slow, leaving a crimson stain. 

day's light dwindles; my light seems to drain, 
--low tide, the wild waves wane, but soon, i know, 
the bloody swell comes roaring in again. 

the stream in me's eternal. that is plain, 
what's needed is an opening, and so 
my words seep slow, leaving a crimson stain. 

the blight, the blight! it comes, who can say when? 
my work is waiting; i forgive the flow. 
the bloody swell comes roaring in again. 

so much is lost. what can there be to gain? 
the moon that's mine begins to swell and grow-
my words seep slow, leaving a crimson stain, 
the bloody swell comes roaring in again. 

--sally urang 
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FOR YOU, NOW, COME TO WHAT HOME 

I am running. There is, sometimes, 
beside times and weaving through 
whispering round the air holes of my head 
pumped up to complete breakthrough 

not very much time left. 
So jaded by the sunlight; 
Too bright. 

I set out, and the running. 
There was not much more. 
I found the rim, razor edged 

You had found yours 
like the covered dash board of a car 

the window glass opaque 
from the fear in your own breath. 

Umbilical cord like pearls 
safely round your neck 

hope secure, next mine thrown out 
like paper arms to the wind, unfurled; 

You can run the gamut of your panic 
ninety miles in the opposite direction 

of a caffeinated speed trip 
to your imagination's home 

And the arms of your husband 
the self made borders, 

his life the newest style in sunglasses, 
safety but a fear lying beside you 

in your own bed; 
the hysterical retreat a razor edged rim 
to your quickening wrists. 

--MarthaMaryAlvinaDuersten 



ON DEATH AND DYING 
With apologies to Elizabeth KUbler-Ross 

We found a rabbit one morning, 
near the top of the hill. dead. 
It was posed in perfect step, 
as if it had been frozen in flight, 
whereupon the slant of the hill beneath it 
had caused it to lose its balance, 
and there it lay, 
where it had tipped, 
just over the edge, 
framed in the longish grass 
that so kindly reached out 
to catch it. 

--Sidney Van Winkle 



SLEEPING WITH A BOLOGNA SANDWICH 

The kitchen is dark. 
Eating a bologna sandwich 
I watch the snow flecks 
reflect the streetlight. 
I watch. 
I chew. 
I finish. 
I think of what the world is full of. 
I think of what I am full of. 
I wash my face in the sink below the window, 
wipe it on a used dish towel. 
Going down to my room in the basement 
I place my foot on each descending stair. 
My mind. 
Bologna. Snow. Connection? 
white bread? 
A laugh shakes out of me, 
up the stairs, 
out the window 
to run along the top 
of the sequined drifts 
and lie down 
between white sheets 
to sleep. 

--Randy Knolle 



GREETINGS IN THE FULLNESS 

Greetings in the fullness 
of the moon 
All times and places 

The wind blows love your way 
Clouds are children here 

There is water 
There is a mirror 
in this level place 

Make no movement 
Yes and No will chase each other 
in a circle 

Image of Desire? 
Did you see your
self reflected? 

Love was disguised 
as all these people 
Now you are a mirror 

freedom? a cloud 
in the sky's circle 

The sun seems 
to catch the moon 
The wind blows love away 

--Sherry Jo Reniker 
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I was searching for Ruskin among the dusty Victorians, 
when I happened upon a smiling blond. 
She turned into poetry and short fiction, 
so I decided to stop at Barth and peer past 
French Romanticism. 
As she breezed through classic American novelists 
I waited impatiently, only to see the last strand 
of blond slip through the door and head 
up stairs. 
I dropped Giles Goat Boy, knocked over a week of 
Detroit Free Press, 
and caught the next stairway up. 
All my senses cried Reference, 
but I dove into Periodicals, 
only to resurface in Oversize, 
alone and wet. 
I returned to Ruskin to dry off. 

--Dennis McCarthy 



LAROUSSE 

A boulet is either a cannon or a musket ball, 
but I figured it was something you eat, 
so, 
after gobbling down a dozen boulets 
with Hollandaise, 
a large assortment of shot, 
several rifle shells, 
and a hand grenade, 
I decided to tackle the French Army. 

--Dennis McCarthy 

NOTHING COULD BE SO HEAVY 

I was looking out the window again 
when I saw Sally 
bending to the wind I couldn't hear 
trudging through the snow that wasn't there 
hauling huge stones in her empty arms 

and stumbling when the earth 
had not provoked her. 

--David Ungemach 



A YOUNG POET EXPLAINS TO WALLACE STEVENS 

WHAT WRITING A POEM IS LIKE 

The writing of a poem 
is like thinking how to make her smile; 

To make her smile 
and speak to you 
from underneath her hair, 

From underneath the untamed, flying hair, 
that makes a drunken, crazy world of its own, 
arching, glittering, curving, rising--

Rushing in slowest motion, 
to catch the light as golden cognac will, 
when split from a crystal snifter 

Knocked from the edge of a poet's desk, 
as he reaches clumsily 
for paper and a pen. 

--Saul Kopinski 



r-
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It remained 
Near 
The circle of light. 

Visible 
A moment, 
Then lost in darkness. 

I threw driftwood 
On the coals 
Sanding my fear 
With flame. 

Our double need 
(Darkness and light 
Vision and shadow) 
One in hunger 
Kept us apart 
Together 
Till day 
Broke us 
To ourselves. 

Each went his way, 
Shaken, 
Satisfied. 

--Walter Waring 

• 
• • 



The piano teacher of so much gristle and bone, 
such tough steak until 

the now gnarled hands given over to music 
Fit his technique like a harness, hard over my 
wavering talent of fitful! sleep 

Where nights are spent 
on the pillows of pale foreheads, 

dreams with notes uncaptured through 
the thundering hoofsteps of illusive horses 
herding into chords of directive and over-riding 

The single intensity like an eye cold, 
let awake for one long note 

behind which sound myriad more. 

The reverberation senseless without method, 
voice, song so beguiling, he led me, 
ears pricking like dog's anticipation 

to great books immortal: 
the heart strings pulled, 
taut the straining fingers, 
pulsing the genius of mind. 

Before so great treasure 
sit I like child 

My fingers masturbating the keys ... 

--MarthaMaryAlvinaDuersten 



AT THE W.M.U. FOLK FESTIVAL 

1-19-74 

Doc Watson, flat-picking out at 85 miles per hour-
Defying the energy crisis 
Under red flourescence, 
Over hard wood floorboards, 
Sage and seer of bluegrass, 
He ripples out a hat riff. 
Three hundred squeals rise to meet 
Merle's follow-up bass run; 
Six hundred feet set to tapping up a hurricane. 
Doc, at the eye of it, 
Smiles, 
And ripples off another one. 

--Joe Lane 

IVORY SHORE 

(advice from my piano teacher) 

Let the end of every phrase 
drip away, 

like the breakers rolling back 
down the sand but gathering again 

so the fingers drop as the wrist ascends 
and a new wave washes over us. 

--David Ungemach 



SATURDAY NIGHT AT SCHWARZ'S 

In a room where people engage in a liquid psychology, 
you and I sit in a corner drinking our medicine 
watching the people around surge toward something 
desperate and necessary. 

A girl wraps her leg around a young boy's, 
pressing her body with its full breasts and lips forward 
until I think they will smother him. 
He speaks urgently--touching her arm gently 
as the room dissolves around them. 
Two women giggle~ throwing their bodies into contortions 
trying to attract the attention of someone, but 
apathetic neighbors stare through them blankly. 
A student pounds the table piano as his head goes into 
epileptic motions forcing the words of the juke box 
from his lips. 

The couple has captivated us--
we watch hypnotically as she forces her lizard red tongue 
into his mouth as he shyly places a frigid hand on her boobs, 
and I cannot understand why he looks disgustedly after her 
as she leaves for the john. 

--Barbara Woodson 



AN ENGLISH CLASS ON SYMBOLS 

Imagine please, a winter afternoon. 
The balding but still brisk Professor Pudge 
Is with his bearded senior class assistant 
Explaining how a phallic symbol functions 
To one angelic freshman Freudienne, 
Who doesn't seem to get the hang of things. 
Professor Pudge repeats once more, "My dear, 
The chapel tower is a case in point; 
See how its form recalls the penile shaft? 
To those of us with literary minds, 
It symbolizes manly strength and power, 
And that relationship so like to sex 
In which a man's firm grip or gentle stroke 
Can harmonize the discord of the world, 
And bring the vixen Chaos to her knees!" 
The senior beams in open admiration, 
Quite sure the lady now will be convinced. 
So picture his surprise when she responds, 
"But Sir, I've climbed about that chapel tower, 
And though I grant it has a certain grace, 
Think of its age, how old the tower must be. 
Green mold grows in the cracks between the bricks. 
Its sides are stained by pigeons, and the smell! 
The patches in its dome need patched themselves. 
So Sir, if you still think this creaking tower 
Can symbolize the instrument of sex, 
Have not these things symbolic meanings too?" 
The man of letters would not speak, but later, 
Was heard to mumble under his mustache, 
How younger students lack imagination 
And think in rigid mid-Victorian ways. 
The once hot-blooded senior now seemed pensive, 
And when he visited the tower himself, 
He saw the mold,the patch, the cracks and pigeons, 
And knew a meaning deep as any symbol. 
(He passed those last semesters in his room, 
Sitting alone, reading aloud to himself.) 

--Abednego Bink 





DEGENERATION 

Ah! For a moment of cigarette and Schlitz 
self-indulgence of alcoholic, nicotonic numbness! 

Ah! For an hour of mustard-smeared carelessness, 
body-strewn· in trash. 

To be debris: gutted chicken bones 
coffee grounds 
ashes. 

To lie as long as chipped paint on rusty nails, 
stretched across a half-deflated, 
dirt-infested rubber raft 
lips trailing a cigar butt 
hair woven in sand: 

Prostrate and wallowing. 

--Joe Lane 

A piercing voice 
at times interrupts 
Although it does allow 
for the eating of fruit 
Calmly spending days 
in small rooms 
Resting among tapestries 
of fuzzy lions 
Building tiny 
moving monkeys 
with flailing 
arms and legs 

--Randy Knolle 
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FOWL 

Soaring on the wings of blackness, 
screaming at the heights of ice, 
cold sun, dead light. 
I am the eagle of darkness, 
the vulture of sorrow, 
tearing the flesh of fertility 
scratching the eyes of dreams 
ripping the landscape of hope. 
I pounce on rodents of misfortune, 
I feast 
on the bitter carcass 
of suffering, 
the stretching guts, 
I thrive 
in the valley of decay, 
on the peaks of desolation 
at the river of despair. 

--Torn Braham 



IT HURTS BEHIND ONE EYE 

The being which stands there, 
feeling out over the sea lions, 
their laughs in gutteral tones 
massive paws 
clapping in muffled thuds 
leave the trace of calm 
on the damp shore. 

The nerve 
sleeps in the sand 
screeches it aside 
the bloom 
gnashes its tooth 
lifting shoulders 
at the chiasma. 

The being pauses. 
slow hand trying to find the 
other. 

Along the shore 
a long, tired crane 
pulls up and out 
curve of tight neck 
wing 
dips to the water 
beak up 
whispering 
the note. 

The being stops. 
watches old women 
collect clams 
crack pinch 
rub their raw eyes 
with the cool grey insides. 

--Randy Knolle 



THE INHERITANCE 

And God turned over 
on his side 
with his back to the bed of the world, 
And woman awoke 
Panic-stricken, Superstition-ridden 
Clawing out of the withered nest 
of acquiesence. 

Three hundred years of Swedish stock. 
My grandmother growing old, 
Imagines her only living son frozen to death-
some sad abuse. 
Remembering the struggle 
that saw her mouth set and face determined, 
(Now nobby and grey on the pillow) 
She spoke aloud at her daughter, 
"My name is Mabel Stream and you must listen to me! 
There is no bread in the land. 
There is famine everywhere." 
Oh Grandmother, how long have you starved? 
Propriety and patience passed 
You garbled, your darkest fears. 



My mother, quiet and ordained, 
bears you as another burden, 
Your legacy of pain confused beyond selection. 
But I have culled some message from your madness, 
And in my life you shall sense more than contentment 
or the hungry chatter of the heart. 
Oh Grandmother, I want to lead the cows home 
across an open field. 

--Marie D'Amour 



wake up, droogie--
and give me some porn with 
my Cheerios. 
this isn't a morning in 
Dachau ... (one wall is down). 

perhaps i laughed at the wrong 
time ... maybe you noticed 
how yellow my teeth 
are from sucking 
on your ego, how tinseled 
and cracked ... 

ach! sleep, then. 
my power is in 
my abstinence: 
the Greek women 
stopped a war. 

An identity soup 
would be nice. 
perhaps i could 
arrange the 
soggy letters 
to form a clay hut (transient 
spirit!) where 
we might sleep, 
together. 

--Lisa Archer 



CACfUS TREE 

dry: with only 
the routine spark 
of a hollowed-out 
womb. 

that is what beckons 
to you, fool! 
it is a gilding 
of crystal fears-
there is no 
water, 
no baby Moses 
hidden in the rushes. 

i know, 
i have prepared it--my best egg-
like some fried marble 
made 
to order. 

--Lisa Archer 



THANK GOD FOR IMAGINATION 

The stereo plays "our song" 
but the record sounds warped. 
Your body leans over the desk 
more stooped than before. 
My hands feel tight as I watch you-
half listening to the music. 

You cough and it sounds like 
an excuse for the silence. 
Rising, I find my bones locked 
and my right foot is asleep. 
I hobble over to you--
a warmness still between my breasts. 

You lift your head and I 
notice your eyes have become cloudy, 
your mouth dry and chapped. 
I ask nothing--but return 
to my chair, hoping to find 
comfort in the darkness of the room. 

--Barbara Woodson 



AN AXIOM TO CANDY 

If you were in my eyes now, 
you would understand the importance 
of water lilies, 
you would be aware that 
within the world 
there is a perfect line 
which connects 
ice, leopards, mountains, 
electric eye doors, blue silk, avocadoes, 
and in fact that particular contour 
of all things which are beautiful; 
you would realize that without 
knowing it, you have walked this line 
as if it were a tightrope, 
acquitting yourself in all things, 
equal to the line which runs through you; 
shaping yourself, in all ways, to 
that atmosphere of pure light and 
silent intensity 
which follows the line 
that you trace. 

--Tom Braham 



WINTER GLANCE 

A snow flake 
shattered in the corner of the eye 
Through the prisms 
the world reflected in fragments 
Backward turns the vision 
peeling off the scales of trees 
such as the flesh that covers the bone-stone 
The surface revealed smooth 
that hides the waiting passageways 
for the rumbling sap 
The love-fluid for the human heart 
In suspension, floating 
Captured in the body's glimmer 
But betrayed in the cold indecision of winter 

--Marie D'Amour 
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ANGELS 

I am a dark child rising 
In an endless rumor of sunlight. 
You, pillager of dreams, 
Await the gesture of innocence; 
Bold wagers on a hope of vision 
Call me to tear cataracts of darkness 
From my heart, 
The weight of emptiness 
From my bones. 

Wings of the black angel 
Beat at my breath--
! await the long night, 
The closing of waters. 

--Tom Braham 
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Oma putters about her warm kitchen, 
peering at the baking Kuchen 
as if daring it to burn, 
blocking yet another stripy sweater 
knit out of odds and ends 
of other stripy sweaters, 
an Oma-Original, complete with hidden pocket, 
for Great-Grandchild Angela this time, 
taking time out now for her precious plants 
roosting on the windowsill, reaching out 
for the subtle winter sun: 
"This one wants to sleep soon," she says. 
Ignoring the submissive Kuchen in the oven, 
she tells me of her chi l dhood in Schlesien, 
and of the house standing over the city wall, 
of dancing in Berlin, 
and the night she didn't go dancing, 
and the gorgeous new gown that waited in vain 
that night while her first grandchild was born, 
of the war and after and Opa, yes, Opa. 
Hands on hips, she looks calmly through the green 
out the window at the grey winter sky. 
"Na j a," she says. 

--Sidney Van Winkle 

c-... 



MELTING 

When winter evenings shadow me, my room 
Turns gray as my dull wit and barren style. 
Four icy walls ask me why I assume 
That any one man's work could be worth while. 
My ancient dust-bound books died long ago; 
My nightwalks wind where crazy winds have blown, 
My meditations on the falling snow, 
Revive my brooding pride that sulks alone. 
But your seawater play reigns on past time, 
Defying winter weather with your wet. 
My giddy gaudy lady, your sublime 
Salt on my somber snows lets me forget 
My need, my pride, my past, all but my plan 
To melt as much time with you as I can. 

--Teyri Zluvver 



ATLANTIS 

Stagger onward rejoicing; 
And even then if, perhaps 

Having actually got 
To the last col, you collapse 

With all Atlantis gleaming 
Below you yet you cannot 

Descend, you should still be proud 
Just to peep at Atlantis 

In a poetic vision: 
Give thanks and lie down in peace, 

Having seen your salvation. 

W.H.Auden 

(Heave up the giant of earth, 
then go forth laughing.) 

From my belly-
cities smooth shining 
to the sun spring up, 
arms raise 
great teeming forests, 
my back spreads out 
beneath vast fertile plains; 
legs will carry 
industries of wisdom, 
hands reach deep 
at the streaming shore, 
eyes, lips, hold 
ragged mountains 
bright high lakes; 



and in the glowing heartland 
no man will 1i ve 
with eyes of glass 
o~ tempt the rope of madness 
about his neck, 
no child will clutch 
the crooked club of silence, 
no woman scrape 
the floor of dreams. 

My life within my life 
will rise up 
as Atlantis, 
and I 
myself 
will see the fair continent 
undrowned. 

--Tom Braham 



IX 

The greatest poems 
are always lost to sleep, 
anyway 
the darkness will reclaim 
the only true visions, 
her lost children. 

At the last, it is 
surrender without sorrow, 
death without mourning. 

My words, my wounds, are 
healed. My eyes are open; 
I will betray the dramatic, 
abandon the beautiful, 
deny the holy. 

Armed and empty, 
I stand against the dawn. 

--Tom Braham 
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